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Abstract:This work presents a framework for network security system development that introduces a new phase
in the usual procedure: thenetwork security design. The main goal of this phase is to bridge the gap between
high-level security requirement analysis and the low-level system implementation through the generation of a
model of the security system architecture plus the security policies associated with the components of the model
that have to enforce them. For this purpose, the design phase is composed of two complementary steps: an
architectural modeland a set ofdesign-level security policies. The main advantages and desired characteristics
of these models are analyzed; they are related to existing work in the area; and future research directions are
pointed.
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1 Introduction

The utilization of computers and data communication
networks are notably growing, thus making them an
essential resource to many kinds of organizations, as
businesses, academic and governmental entities. This
trend to ubiquitousness of computing equipment leads
to growing geographic dispersion of users and devices,
to higher-speed channel needs and to a large degree
of heterogeneity among the organizations’ elements.
These facts pose many new challenges to the traditional
approaches for information security. This work focus
on network security systems, defined in this context as
a set of devices, software and technologies that collab-
orate to implement an organization’s security policy.

As the security needs of organizations get more com-
plex, so do the network security systems and the tradi-
tional approaches—likefirewalls [5, 20]—have to go
through several changes to get adapted. Incorpora-
tion of distributed mechanisms to enforce security [3],
decentralized trust management [4], and the widely
spread use of cryptographic techniques (like IPSec [10]
and Virtual Private Networks[20]), are examples of
these changes.
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The development process of network security sys-
tems usually goes through three phases: i) it starts with
documented high-level security policies and controls
based on a guideline manual (e.g. the ISO/IEC 17799
standard [8]); ii) it passes, preferably, by the formal
specification of the security requirements [14, 11]; and
then iii) goes to the implementation of the several en-
forcement mechanisms that composes the system [9].
It can be noted here a gap between the high-level spec-
ification security requirements and the implementation
of the mechanisms to enforce them: the security de-
signer goes from a high-level description straight to
the implementation of a complex system, with differ-
ent components that sometimes have completely dis-
crepant idiosyncrasies in their configuration. This pro-
cess is greatly error prone, and may lead, for instance,
to not properly enforcing the required security policy,
thereby introducing security holes and a very danger-
ous false sense of security.

This paper aims to bridge this gap by presenting a
framework for the design of network security systems
that introduces an additional phase: thenetwork secu-
rity design. This phase consists of the generation of
a security system architectural model plus the security
policies associated with the components of the model
that have to enforce them. This is analogous to the
software design in software engineering process: tech-
nologies that will be used in the implementation are
chosen and modeled in a way that gives a holistic view
of the system and the responsibilities associated with
each mechanism to be implemented.
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Figure 1: Proposed Framework

1.1 Paper Organization

In Section 2 the proposed framework is briefly de-
scribed, and thenetwork security designphase is fur-
ther analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4 the main char-
acteristics, advantages and limitations of the frame-
work are presented and we also indicate future research
directions. Section 5 presents the conclusions of this
work.

2 Proposed Framework

The framework proposed in this paper is represented in
Figure 1.

The first phase is the Information Security Require-
ments Definition, that consists of the elaboration of the
Information Security Policy document with the goal of
providing “management direction and support for in-
formation security” [8]. The network security system
is just a small part (although an important one) of an
organization’s information security infrastructure and
must be considered together with “several other fields,
such as physical security, personnel security, operations
security, communication security, and social mecha-
nisms” (Icove, cited by Schuba and Spafford [15]).
This is usually done by performing an enterprise busi-
ness risk analysis following a guideline manual such
as the ISO/IECCode of practice for information secu-
rity management[8]. The final product of this step is a
document in natural language describing a set of infor-
mation security policies and controls.

The term security policy is very overloaded—as

noted by Sterne [18]— embodying several different
levels of security policies. We shall name the policy
generated in the first phasehighest-level security poli-
cies.

The next step, Information Security Requirement
Analysis consists of the formal representation of the
highest-level security policies, which achieves ahigh-
level formal security policy base. This phase is not al-
ways done, but there are benefits that makes them worth
it, e. g. a formal model can beanalyzedto detect con-
flicts between policies, and its formality eliminates am-
biguities that may be present in the natural language
highest-level policies. Despite of the several research
efforts that have been done on formal specification of
security requirements since the classical work of Bell
and LaPadula [2], there still are important technical
challenges in this field—as pointed by Rushby [14]—
making this analysis not always easy.

Leiwo and Zheng [11] present a framework for deal-
ing with high-level policies with a formal approach, al-
lowing conflict detection and harmonization in a lay-
ered fashion. Either using formal representation or not,
the product of the analysis phase is a set of security
policies that we will thereafter callhigh-level security
policies. Within the analysis process several levels of
policies may co-exist [11], the referred set being the
final refined and presumably consistent one.

From this second phase on we will be concerned
only with technical security policies, more specifically
network domain security policies, following the defi-
nition of Schuba and Spafford [15]: “a subset of a se-
curity policy, addressing requirements for authenticity
and integrity of communication traffic (...), authoriza-
tion requirements for access requests (...), and auditing
requirements”. These four types of security policies,
namelyauthenticity and integrity, confidentiality, ac-
cess control, andauditing, are the ones that will be en-
forced by network security mechanisms such as packet
filters, proxy agents, cryptographic associations, and
logging agents.

3 Network Security Design

The main objective of the Network Security Design is
to transform thehigh-level formal security policy base
in a model of the network security system that will be
used to enforce those policies. This model will rep-
resent: each technology that will be used; the inter-
action among different technologies; and the link be-
tween each high-level security policy and the corre-
spondent components that will enforce it.

For this purpose, this phase is subdivided in two
steps: theArchitectural Designand theSecurity Policy
Design, analyzed in the next sections.



3.1 Architectural Design

The Architectural Design goal is to establish the overall
structure of the network security system, by represent-
ing the several components and technologies that will
be used to build it. The designer will then choose the
most appropriate technologies to compose the system,
such as packet filtering routers, proxy agents, black-
box firewall products, and cryptographic protocols.

All these system’s components and their communi-
cation will be represented in anArchitectural Model
of the system. Along with a better understanding of
the system that will be implemented, the Architectural
Model also provides the means for establishing criti-
cal components and the impacts on the whole system
generated by faults on each of these components.

Much research has been done on architectural de-
sign for software products and it has been shown that
it really works in practice. The architectural design is
generally associated withquality attributesas perfor-
mance, reliability, modifiability, maintainability and it
has been getting increasingly attention with the widely
spread use ofcomponents off-the-shelf(COTS)1. It is
clear that a network security system relies on sev-
eral types of COTS that implement different security
technologies (as mentioned above), so—as in software
development—its architecture becomes an extremely
relevant matter.

Other research efforts toward this direction are the
survivability studies2. The easel language [7], for in-
stance, is an approach for modeling the architecture of
a system and evaluate impacts of failures of individual
components on the system’s goal. Although the sur-
vivability architecture approach overlaps to some ex-
tent the security architectural design as proposed in
this work, they also differ significantly. As claimed by
Fischer [7], “survivability is concerned primarily with
system availability and mission fulfillment”, while net-
work security design is primarily concerned withau-
thenticity and integrity, confidentiality, access control,
and auditing requirements, as previously mentioned
(Section 2).

Some of the characteristics of an efficient network
security architectural design model can be learned from
these and other studies. A highly desired characteristic
is that the model generated be formal. The long-term
research onformal methodshave shown that a formal
model has many advantages over an informal or semi-
formal one. For instance, the model can be automati-
cally analyzedinstead of manually reviewed [14], and
and it also allows code to be directly synthesized from

1See Sommerville [17] for further reference.
2“Survivabilityis defined as the ability of a system to fulfill its

mission in a timely manner in the presence of attacks, failures or
accidents”, by Ellisonet al. [6].

the model. Ideas from the previously mentioned Bell
and LaPadula model [2] and from other formal tech-
niques such as Petri Nets [13] are very insightful for
the conception of the newnetwork security architec-
tural model.

Another characteristic that can be borrowed from
formal modeling techniques is the hierarchical decom-
position, that is, the ability of the model to represent
lower-level subsystems yet to be developed as a black-
box component in a high-level model. Those sub-
systems could then be independently developed, in a
top-downfashion development process. Abottom-up
strategy may also be used: the development may be-
gin with lower-level subsystems and then go to the
model of higher-level functionalities using the pre-
defined lower-level black-boxes. The hierarchical de-
composition makes the model both more understand-
able and more scalable.

In the network security context, afirewall, for in-
stance, could be modeled by relying on packet filter-
ing black-boxes, and proxy agent black-boxes (these
could also be expanded by relying on protocol-specific
applications). Then, a firewall black-box could in turn
be used as a component of the higher-level model of a
network security system, together with other elements,
such as decentralized trust management [4] and crypto-
graphic associations management [16].

A complementary desirable characteristic, also gath-
ered from pre-existing formal models, is the layered ap-
proach, that is, organizing the model in different layers
according to some criteria (as in operating system de-
sign, for instance). The criteria in our case could be
the level of sensitivity of information that is being pro-
tected. This is a common approach on information se-
curity, present in several techniques, such as the Bell
and LaPadula multi-level security model [2], that al-
lows for maintaining critical assets in inner layers, with
higher degree of protection.

With these considerations, we can enumerate the ba-
sic components of the Architectural Model:

Network Entities: these are software and devices—
such as routers, workstations, proxy agents,
packet filters, VPN gateways—that constitute the
system;

Communication Flows: they represent the data com-
munication between entities of the model.

3.2 Security Policy Design

The second step in network security design is thesecu-
rity policy design, whose aim, as the name suggests, is
to define a set ofdesign-level security policies. These
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are the lower-abstraction-level policies in our frame-
work and they are characterized as being near enough
to technical implementation, but vendor- and device-
independent.

This definition converges with the policies’ defini-
tion in the Policy Core Information Model (PCIM)
from IETF’s RFC 3060 [12], and as a matter of fact
the objective of the PCIM is: “to serve as an extensi-
ble class hierarchy (through specialization) for defining
policy objects that enable application developers, net-
work administrators, and policy administrators to rep-
resent policies of different types” [12]. This indicates
that besides being the basis for the so-called policy-
based networking, involving notably QoS3 parameters,
the PCIM also can be a valuable reference for security
systems’ configuration.

This fact means that thenetwork security policy de-
signhereby proposed can use the PCIM classes to rep-
resent the design-level network security policies. The
definition of policy that will be used within this phase
is therefore in conformity with RFC 3198: “a set of
rules to administer, manage, and control access to net-
work resources” [19], and the policy rule is illustrated
conceptually in Figure 2.

A Policy Ruleis a class that basically associates a set
of conditions with a set of actions (Figure 2), represent-
ing the semantics “If Condition then Action”. Figure 2
also shows that a policy rule “may be also associated
with one or more policy time periods, indicating the
schedule according to which the policy rule is active
and inactive” [12]. The details of these classes are not
relevant for this paper, see RFC 3060 [12] for a com-
prehensive explanation.

The PCIM matches the needs for the four types of
network security requirements mentioned in Section 2:
authenticity and integrity, confidentiality, access con-
trol andauditing. It is therefore naturally suitable to
represent policies related to several security enforce-
ment mechanisms: filtering rules, proxy agent configu-

3QoS is the acronym forQuality of Service, for further reference
see RFC 3198 [19].

ration, cryptographic associations (like IPSec policies),
keynote credentials, and logging requirements can be
uniformly and conveniently addressed.

The link between the policy rules of this step and the
elements of the architectural model, described in the
previous section, can be done using another concept of
PCIM, theroles. A role is defined as “a type of attribute
that is used to select one or more policies for a set of
entities and/or components from among a much larger
set of available policies” [12]. So, thenetwork entities
of the architectural model are assigned roles that in turn
are linked to policy rules.

So, at the end of this phase the overall structure of
the network security system is precisely defined by the
architectural model, and the functional responsibility of
each system’s component is determined by a set of as-
sociated security policies. By defining these policies in
conformity with PCIM we get the additional advantage
of representing both security policies and other types of
policies (differentiated and integrated services) under a
common standard.

4 Analysis of the framework and re-
lated work

The main advantage of the network security design is to
give a uniform and concise view of the system to be im-
plemented, as well as to make the transition from high-
level policies to enforcement mechanisms smoother. It
intends to supply the lack of a unified higher-level view
of the several technologies and devices utilized in real-
world network security systems.Firmato, from Bartal
et al. [1] is also an effort toward this direction, but
is restricted to packet filtering, letting out other impor-
tant components of present security systems like cryp-
tographic associations and trust management.

The firewall reference model, from Schuba and Spaf-
ford [15], also tries to unify the several different tech-
nologies used to implement firewalls in a conceptual
model. It is not intended though as a tool to be used
in practical development but rather for educational pur-
poses.

In that way, a consistent and comprehensive method-
ology for network security design, as defined in this
context, is still lacking at present scenario. This paper
intends to be a conceptual seed for future development
in the area.

While there are already defined standards for repre-
senting network policies in PCIM [12], as much work
has to be done for translating the configuration of cur-
rent network security technologies into the policy rule’s
formalism. To fit in the framework proposed in this pa-
per the PCIM classes have also to be lightly adapted to



include references to the higher-level policies that have
originated a specific design-level policy. This would
bring forth traceability of the policies actually imple-
mented by enforcement mechanisms, that is, it would
be possible to verify for each component of the secu-
rity system what business need has originated it, and
conversely for each business security requirement what
technologies were used to implement it.

Besides this, unifying the representation of security
policies to be implemented by several different and
heterogeneous technologies offers the major advantage
of improving the understandability of the system. It
could also be used to partially automate the implemen-
tation of the system through a kind of “compiler” that
takes as input the final design-level security policies,
the system’s architectural model and some vendor- and
device-dependent information, and then generates the
lowest-level configuration files (last box in Figure 1).
This seems to be another interesting area for future re-
search.

On the other side, the architectural model proposed
here is only a conceptual project and, as opposed to
the security policy design, it does not have any yet-
established standard to be based on. But there are
several architectural models from other areas (such as
software engineering [17]) that can help in the task of
building an open standard for architectural design of
security systems. The studies in survivability architec-
tures [7] can also be a valuable resource.

Along with the advantages gathered from architec-
tural design in other areas previously mentioned (Sec-
tion 3.1), another interesting one is to establish generic
styles for system architecture, and then to reutilize it in
other systems’ development. It would aid in the de-
velopment of an organization’s security system, that
could rely in models already defined by experts that are
proved to be good. This kind of reutilization already
happens in a certain way when the designer reads books
or articles about, for instance, building a firewall [20],
and uses one of the network topologies indicated there.
But with a formal and precise modeling technique, as
proposed in our framework, the exchange of informa-
tion would be much more effective.

5 Conclusion

The framework presented in this paper (Figure 1) tries
to unify the view of the network system’s development
cycle throughout the different levels of abstraction. The
objective here is to give a conceptual basis for the net-
work security design, the major focus of this work.

The network security design introduced here is com-
posed of two complementary models: anarchitectural
modeland a set ofdesign-level security policies. We

have presented here some desired characteristics and
main advantages of these models and pointed some di-
rections for future research on a comprehensive net-
work security design methodology.
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